4th & 5th Grade Summer Reading 2019

Alexander, Kwame
Rebound
Anderson, M.T.
Assassination of Brangwain Spurge
Applegate, Katherine
Ending: The Last
Aronson, Marc
Rising Water: The Story of the Thai Cave Rescue
Auxier, Jonathan
Sweep: The Story of a Girl and Her Monster
Bertagna
Wildheart: The Daring Adventures of John Muir
Brown, Don
Rocket to the Moon! Big Ideas That Changed the World
Burgis, Hilda
Ana Maria Reyes Does Not Live in a Castle
Castaldo, Nancy F.
Back From the Brink: Saving Animals From Extinction
Chokshi, Roshani
Aru Shah and the End of Time
Choldenko, Gennifer
One-Third Nerd
Clements, Andrew
The Friendship War
Erdrich, Louise
Makoons
Ferruolo, Jeanne
Ruby in the Sky
Gerber, Alyson
Focused
Giles, Lamar
Last Day of Summer
Hatke, Ben
Mighty Jack and the Goblin King
Hirsch, Rebecca
When Plants Attack: Strange and Terrifying Plants
Hockney, David
A History of Pictures For Children: From Cave Paintings to Computer Drawings
Holt, Kimberly Willis
The Lost Boy's Gift
Hood, Susan
Lifeboat
Hood, Susan
Shaking Things Up: 14 Young Women Who Changed the World
Hunt, Lynda
Shouting at the Rain
Johnson, Varian
The Parker Inheritance
Kelly, Erin Entrada
You Go First
King, Amy
Me and Marvin Gardens
Lourie, Peter
Locked in Ice: Nansen’s Daring Quest for the North Pole
Macaulay, David
Crossing on Time: Steam Engines, Fast Ships, and a Journey to the New World
Medina, Meg
Merci Suarez Changes Gears
Montgomery, Heather L.
Something Rotten: A Fresh Look at Roadkill
Montgomery, Sy
The Hyena Scientist
Parr, Maria
Astrid the Unstoppable
Perkins, Lynne Rae
Secret Sisters of the Salty Sea
Respicio, Mae
The House That Lou Built
Rodkey, Geoff
We’re Not From Here
Snell, Chad
The Cardboard Kingdom
Stoddard, Lindsey
Just Like Jackie
Tucker, Laura
All the Greys on Greene Street
Uss, Christina
The Adventures of a Girl Called Bicycle
Warren, Andrea
Enemy Child: The Story of Norman Mineta, a Boy Imprisoned in a Japanese American Internment Camp During World War II
Yang, Kelly
Front Desk
Zoboi, Ibi
My Life As An Ice Cream Sandwich

…and try these series recommended by your classmates:

Harry Potter by J.K Rowling
Spy School by Stuart Gibbs
Land of Stories by Chris Colfer
Percy Jackson by Rick Riordan